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this was the first time that the germans found the place where the franks were hiding. they surrounded the hiding place and went to search for the family. a few days later, they took them all to the concentration camp, known as auschwitz. miep gies, who was friends with the franks, took the diary
and hid it. she thought that someone might return and find it. she kept it safe until 1945, when it was published. in early 1942, twelve-year-old anne frank began keeping a diary. at first, it was a private journal of her life, but she soon turned it into a full diary in which she gave her opinions on

everything that happened in her life. a few months before the franks were arrested, anne was given a diary for her twelfth birthday. she called her diary kitty and wrote in everything that happened to her and her family. no one knows exactly how it came about that after two and a half years of
shelter, someone told the nazis about the frank familys whereabouts. miep gies, a friend of the franks, found the diary and hid it in a safe place, as she hoped anna would return after the war ended. but of the frank family, only otto's father survived. his wife was killed at auschwitz. anne and her

older sister lost their lives in the bergen-belsen concentration camp, just days before the camp was vacated. only a few months before the franks were arrested, anna began keeping a diary. at first, it was a private journal of her life, but she soon turned it into a full diary in which she gave her
opinions on everything that happened in her life. this was the first time that the germans found the place where the franks were hiding. they surrounded the hiding place and went to search for the family. a few days later, they took them all to the concentration camp, known as auschwitz. miep gies,

who was friends with the franks, took the diary and hid it.
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